Plan Now to Include this In-House Seminar in Your 2015 Corporate Training!
We have taught in-house seminars to the largest international corporations in the USA, EU & Asia
Randall Goodden International

In-House Seminars

Increasing Profitability and Protecting Your Company from Recalls
& Product Liability Lawsuits in the U.S., Asia, and Worldwide
A Totally Unique In-House Seminar for Manufacturing Corporations

What Your
Management Team
will Learn

Every manufacturing team and product supplier worldwide needs to gain the
knowledge this unique seminar provides in order to reduce your risk exposure,
improve Quality operating procedures and profitability, and help prevent the
possibilities of expensive product recalls and devastating product liability lawsuits.

Understanding How Recalls &
Product Liability Lawsuits are
Affecting Manufacturers
Worldwide

In the U.S. alone there are over 80,000 product liability lawsuits every year, and
the number of recalls continues to trend upwards every year in every industry
sector every year worldwide, affecting medium sized manufacturers as well as the
world's largest international corporations. These trends will never stop growing
unless management teams receive the training we provide. That is why we have
been uniquely teaching this seminar for the past 20 years.

A Review of All the Areas that
Contribute to Product Liability

Randall Goodden has been the worldwide leader in this specialized field, and
taught the first 2-day seminar at Oxford University to the executives from the
largest manufacturing corporations from around the UK and EU. Google
“Goodden, Randall” and see all of the references pertaining to him. He had been a
manufacturing executive and VP for decades, and now serves on Corporate
Advisory Boards as well as the Personal Advisor to the Chairmen and Presidents
of private corporations.
He is also the author of the 3 best selling books on this critical topic, the latest titled
'Lawsuit! Reducing the Risk of Product Liability for Manufacturers'. Your team will
learn all the key areas the corporation needs to focus on in order to steer clear of
such financial disasters, and become more profitable.
This one of a kind seminar is designed for the entire Corporate Management
Team, especially: the Executive Staff, Engineering, Product Safety, Quality,
Reliability and Regulatory heads, Sales & Marketing, Customer Service,
Manufacturing Heads, Purchasing, and numerous others based on your size and
product lines.
Numerous clients have increased the profitability of their companies after having
this in-house seminar because of all the recommended procedures discussed that
will help not only prevent defective products from being created, but you will also
learn better procedures for handling numerous processes that will lead to
increased efficiencies and profitability. One of our clients was recently recognized
nationally by a major publication as being "The Best in the U.S." because of the
substantial financial improvements this seminar created for them.
We have done this in-house seminar for companies with management teams no
larger than 15, as well as with over 550 attendees at one of the largest
international corporations in 2014. We can teach our most comprehensive 2-day
seminar, or a special 1-day version based on your needs and product background.
Join clients such as Siemens, Renault Car Company (Paris), Nari Technologies
(China), Rockwell Automation, Artsana (Italy), Caben Asia Pacific (China), Ingersol
Rand, Brose, Cummins, Kaiser Aluminum, GEA Farm Technologies, ITC (India),
ThyssenKrupp, Douglas Dynamics, Indesit (Italy), Beckett, Umicore, CITIC
(China), Shure, FaberFab, HellermannTyton, and numerous other corporations of
all sizes.
Get your entire corporation on the right foot. Contact us now for the details of what
we can provide. Schedule the event early to ensure the dates that work best for
you. Special discounts for multiple corporate locations in the same trip.
Also, watch our website for public seminars being offered around the world.

Contact us for more info & In-house quotes.

Legal Terminology and the
Allegations You will Face
The Role of the Design Review
Team
and its' Membership
The Role of the Product Safety
Team
Standards for Warnings &
Instructions
Records Retention along with
How to Identify and Stop
Dangerous Documents
Key Aspects of Contracts and
Agreements between Your
Company and Your Suppliers,
Subcontractors, Dealers &
Distributors
Supplier Selection, Qualification
and Control
Recall Readiness & Post Sale
Duties to Warn
Creating the Product Liability
Prevention Administration Team
Investigating Incidents
Understanding the Litigation
Process
Each department within the
company will learn what their
roles and responsibilities are to
help prevent and control
problems that could otherwise
have a significant impact on the
corporation, financially as well as
damaging the company’s
reputation.
Product liability prevention is not
just a matter of “common sense”,
which is why all of the recall and
lawsuit trends not only continue
to go upwards, but the CEOs and
Executive Staffs get themselves
into legal trouble because of the
poor decisions they are making..
______________________________

Randall Goodden International
http://RandallGoodden.com
Info@randallgoodden.com
S95 W34660 Jericho Dr
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53119 USA
(262) 594-5198

The seminar can be presented
in a comprehensive
2-Day format,
or a 1-Day condensed format,
or a 1/2 day specialized.
__________________________

